Algorithms for Fuzzy Clustering

Methods in c-Means Clustering with Applications
Recently many researchers are working on cluster analysis as a main tool for exploratory data analysis and data mining. A notable feature is that specialists in different fields of sciences are considering the tool of data clustering to be useful. A major reason is that clustering algorithms and software are flexible in the sense that different mathematical frameworks are employed in the algorithms and a user can select a suitable method according to his application. Moreover clustering algorithms have different outputs ranging from the old dendrograms of agglomerative clustering to more recent self-organizing maps. Thus, a researcher or user can choose an appropriate output suited to his purpose, which is another flexibility of the methods of clustering.

An old and still most popular method is the $K$-means which use $K$ cluster centers. A group of data is gathered around a cluster center and thus forms a cluster. The main subject of this book is the fuzzy $c$-means proposed by Dunn and Bezdek and their variations including recent studies. A main reason why we concentrate on fuzzy $c$-means is that most methodology and application studies in fuzzy clustering use fuzzy $c$-means, and fuzzy $c$-means should be considered to be a major technique of clustering in general, regardless whether one is interested in fuzzy methods or not. Moreover recent advances in clustering techniques are rapid and we require a new textbook that includes recent algorithms. We should also note that several books have recently been published but the contents do not include some methods studied herein.

Unlike most studies in fuzzy $c$-means, what we emphasize in this book is a family of algorithms using entropy or entropy-regularized methods which are less known, but we consider the entropy-based method to be another useful method of fuzzy $c$-means. For this reason we call the method of fuzzy $c$-means by Dunn and Bezdek as the standard method to distinguish it from the entropy-based method. Throughout this book one of our intentions is to uncover theoretical and methodological differences between the standard method and the entropy-based method. We do not claim that the entropy-based method is better than the standard method, but we believe that the methods of fuzzy $c$-means become complete by adding the entropy-based method to the standard one by Dunn.
and Bezdek, since we can observe natures of the both methods more deeply by contrasting these two methods.

Readers will observe that the entropy-based method is similar to the statistical model of Gaussian mixture distribution since both of them are using the error functions, while the standard method is very different from a statistical model. For this reason the standard method is purely fuzzy while the entropy-based method connects a statistical model and a fuzzy model.

The whole text is divided into two parts: The first part that consists of Chapters 1∼5 is theoretical and discusses basic algorithms and variations. This part has been written by Sadaaki Miyamoto.

The second part is application-oriented. Chapter 6 which has been written by Hidetomo Ichihashi studies classifier design; Katsuhiro Honda has written Chapters 7∼9 where clustering algorithms are applied to a variety of methods in multivariate analysis.

The authors are grateful to Prof. Janusz Kacprzyk, the editor, for his encouragement to contribute this volume to this series and helpful suggestions throughout the publication process. We also thank Dr. Mika Sato-Ilic and Dr. Yasumori Endo for their valuable comments to our works.
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